The electromagnetic form factors of the proton at asymptotically large space-like momentum transfers are studied on the basis of usual relativistic field theory. On the assumptiOn of convergence of the Low equation, we obtain the asymptotic sum rules which relate the form factors to the real part of the on-mass-shell proton-proton elastic scattermg amp! itudes. The rough evaluation of the sum rules for the 4-momentum transfer squared t up to ~-700 GeV 2 is made with the information of high energy scattenng experiments at the ISR. The usual "dipole" behavior of the form factors has not been expected. Some interesting f eatures of. the asymptotic behavwr of form factors have emerged. § 1. Introduction
The electromagnetic structure of the proton has been investigated by the use of the electron as a probe. From the one photon exchange cross section, the form factors which provide a quantitative description of the internal structure of the proton are extracted. The behavior of them at asymptotically large space-like momentum transfers is related to the behavior of charge and current distribution near the origin in configuration space.
At present we have experimental information about them for the 4-momentum transfer squared t up to about -25 Ge V'. 1 ' And there has been a large number of theoretical models fitting the data, of widely c1iffering functional forms in the high momentum transfer region!' Each model has been based on particular dynamical assumptions and it has not been clearly discussed on the region of t where the model works. The more definite and rather model independent investigation is needed for understanding the inner structure of proton at a fundamental level. ln this paper, the form factors in the limit t-~ --= are studied on the basis of usual relativistic local-field theory but without any particular dynamical assumption. That is, the basic assumption is that the electromagnetic form factors of bare or free field particles, ·which are the constituents of the physical proton, are independent of the 4-momentum transfer. All known strongly interacting particles \vill be the candidates for the constituents and we exclude the unknown particles, such as quarks.
On the assmnption of the convergence of the Low equation, 31 we derive the asymptotic sum rules which relate the form factors to the real part of the physical proton-proton elastic scattering amplitudes. By using the recent high energy experimental data at the ISR, the rough evaluation of the sum rules becomes practicable for t up to ~ -700 Ge V'. It is found that the completely empirical approximations at low momentum transfers, which are usually referred to as the form factor "scaling" and the "dipole" behavior, are not expected. The magnetic form factor decreases more slowly than the "dipole" formula, and the behavior of the electric form factor is not monotonic but has a minimum near t ~-200 Ge V 2 • In § 2, the structure of the form factors is analyzed in the pion-nucleon system. In § 3, our simple mathematical procedure is presented. After renormalizing the charge, we can relate the asymptotic form factors apart from a constant to the on-mass-shell scattering amplitudes. The dominance of the proton current contribution is revealed. The rough evaluation of the sum rules is carried out in § 4.
In the final section, some concluding remarks are given. § 2. Structure of the form factors Using relativistic in variance and gauge in variance, the matrix element of the electromagnetic current operator between the physical proton states is written in terms of two form factors GE(t) and G~r(t), ·which are the so-called electric and magnetic form factors respectively. In the particular coordinate system, the Breit system, it can be written in the form and t= --L/ 2 . If the proton is "pointlike", GE and G,r are independent of t and
Gr:~~G-'r=-1.
In urder to fmd the general structure of the matrix element, the left-hand sides of (2·1), in the limit L/ 2 -~=, we consider the system of the nucleon and pion, for simplicity. Through taking the interaction representation, we can see, to the f]rst order of the electromagnetic interaction, ho-vv the bare or free nucleon and pion currents contribute to them. The free current operator is where T stands for the time-ordered product of operators. S= U( oo, -oo) is the S-matrix which describes the strong interaction of the system and is given by the interaction Hamiltonian Hint:
And,
It is understood that the mass renormalization counter terms for the nucleon and the pion are implicitly included in Hint·
Making use of the Dyson-Wick contraction theorem and after some manipulations, one can go back to the Heisenberg picture and get the contribution of the pwn current ( Fig. 1 (a) ): where ja = (0 + ,1t 2 ) qJa is the source operator in the Heisenberg representation and )1. is the mass of the pion.
Excluding the lowest order diagram (S=1, in (2·3)), the contribution of the nucleon current ( Fig. 1 (b) ) is expressed as follows: Consider this integral in a frame in which A lies in the third direction, then the integ:rand has the infinitely oscillating factor sin(a.::1k3/!?3) as J-->oo. When the inte,~ration with respect to l:, is performed, \\·e can no\\' \1Sl' Fourier's single-integral
Thus, m the limit J--'*oo, we ha,·e lim I(A,
where l: In this subsection, we show how the contribution of the pion current to the form factors relates to the on-mass-shell pion-nucleon charge exchange scattering amplitudes. According to (3 · 4), we obtain T (k0, k1_, Ll') is the pion-nucleon charge exchange scattering matrix apart from a pion wave function renormalization factor Z, which is to be removed by renormalization and is neglected here. From the invariance considerations it is written in terms of two invariant amplitudes
where kj_'=k/-kj_ 2 , kj_ =kay0 -kj_ ·ry and A<->, B<-> are free from the kinematical factors which come from the spin of the nucleon. And it has the expression at fixed k1_, referred to as the Low equation: 3 > where
We assume the convergence of the Low equation (3 · 8) We express the real part of the scattering martix as follows, understanding that the pole terms are implicitly included, (3 ·12) where P stands for the principal value integral. Changing the integration variable k 0 ' to k0'-E and taking into account that E+w=Ll+O(Ll-1 ), E-iu=O(Ll--1 ) as L1 --'> oo, we can conclude (3 ·13) provided that (3 ·12) is convergent. We cannot say explicitly about the order of We can now replace L"(w,k~_,Ll') in (3-10) by the minus of ReT(w,k~_,Ll') Using (3·7), we obtain (3. 14)
. ~
Finally, we are led to the asymptotic sum rules for the pion current part of thr form factors GE" and G_,/, where we have used the identity u(J/2)u( -J/2) = (E/m)u(J/2)r0u( -J/2).
C. Asymptotic sum rules
Although the contribution of the nucleon current M/ (J 2 ), excluding the lowest order diagram, is more complicated due to the spin kinematics, our procedure parallels that of the p'on current part and is given in the Appendix. In the above derivation, the problem of renormalization and the effect of the contribution of the lowest order diagram have been omitted. In order to take account of them, let us introduce usual two form factors F1 and F.:
where q~ = p,.'-Pm t = q 2 and /C is the anomalous magnetic moment of the proton.
Taking account of the lowest order diagram and after the charge renormalization is carried out in the usual way,'J F 1 is normalized as F 1 (0) = 1 and it may be written as (3 ·19) where F\ is to be calculated by the contribution of M"N and M/, m which it is understood that the strong interaction renormalization has been carried out. The form factors GE and GJI are defined by the linear combination of F 1 and F 2 :
(3. 20)
Then, introducing (3 ·19) into (3 · 20) we obtain the form factors GE and G,,1 as follows:
where c=1-F/(O) -F1"(0) and GEN and GMN are derived from M/'. Since the high energy differential cross section, in general, has a steep backward peak, the integrals in the sum rules are dominated by the contribution of the amplitudes near the backward direction. However, the elastic proton-proton sea ttering cross section alone shows the forward-backward symmetry due to the Pauli principle and the backward peak of other processes decreases negligibly small with s. Thus the sum rules are dominated by the contribution of the real part Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/55/6/1857/1861452 by guest on 22 December 2018 of the proton-proton scattering amplitudes. So far, we have considered only the pion-nucleon system. According to the above considerations, the dominance of the proton current contribution to the asymptotic sum rules, however, will be valid even if we take all known hadrons into considerations, provided the fields and interactions are of renormalized type.
After all, we are led to the asymptotic sum rules:
2 )
where C = 1-F 1 (0) contains the contribution from all hadron currents and we have not the method of evaluating it. Regarding the form factor F 2 , we can derive an asymptotic sum rule without unknown constant C:
. Rough evaluation
We now carry out the evaluation of the sum rules (3 · 27) and (3 · 28) apart from the constant C. At present, however, our knowledge of the real part of the scattering amplitudes is very limited and it is inevitable that our numerical evaluations are very rough. By leaving the leading terms in the integrands, the sum rules read
Here. we first assume that near the forward and the backward direction the leading amplitude among the five independent ones is the spin independent one. In terms of s-channel helicity amplitudes ¢i, 6 J it means only the combinations ¢1 + ¢3 near forward and ¢1 -¢4 near backward (¢3 (n-{}) = -¢4 (())) contribute. We neglect all other helicity (flip) amplitudes. This assumption with kinematical analysisn leads to near forward direction at high energy ¢~> ¢s--"¢=-(;; Fs+ ,j: Fv),
and Introducing the parameter a, we can write
The second assumption is that we deal with the parameter a as a constant. we assume the behavior of the non-forward amplitude as
Re ¢=Re ¢(t=O)e<BI2Jt,
( 4· 5) Finally,
where Re ¢(t=O) is to be evaluated using the optical theorem Im ¢(t=O) = (ys /8n:) 0",, in which 0", 1s the total cross section, and p the real to imaginary parts of forward scattering. B is the slope parameter of the diffraction cross section and we regard it to be constant. With these three assumptions and using the t~u symmetry of the amplitude, we obtain and m the same way,
The recent high energy scattering experiments at the ISR have measured p (L1 2 ) , G,(L1 2 ) and the slope parameter B. As to p(L1 2 ) we have data up to s=L1 2~7 00 Ge V 2 • 8 ) When extrapolated smoothly to the low momentum transfer region, the result of F 2 ( ~ -apG,j B) (3.29) implies that the parameter a should be taken to be positive and that of GM (4·8) implies a<l. The numerical results of GE-C and GM-C are illustrated in Fig. 2 , in which we have used the value of B=lO GeV-2 and chosen the parameter a= 0.5. The form factor F 2 is shown in Fig. 3 . Since our evaluation has been very crude, the numerical values in Figs. 2 and 3 are not to be taken seriously. We think, however, that the result obtained gives an outline of the high energy form factors. (1) The magnetic form factor GM(LI 2 ) decreases more slowly than the "dipole" formula. ( 2) The electric form factor GE(LI 2 ) does not decrease mvnotonously but has a minimum near Ll 2~2 00 Ge V 2 • (3) It is possible that the sign of GE(LI 2 ) is negative near Ll 2~2 00 GeV 2 • All these features come from the behavior of the real part for the protonproton forward (and so backward) scattering amplitudes. We want, here, to point out that the real part of the invariant amplitude ReF8 (s, t=O)~--sp(s)O',(s) reveals a maximum near s~200 Ge V 2 • This behavior accompanies the growing up of the total cross section. It is likely that the maximum indicates "a change" of the structure of the proton. In our point of view the change manifests in the minimum of GE.
b. The dominant contribution of proton-proton scattering m the sum rules has originated in the Pauli principle. Therefore, it is inferred that the statistics plays an essential role in the structure of hadrons near the origin in configuration space.
c. We have not been able to state dearly the region where our asymptotic sum rules work. If, however, the future measurements of the form factors for t up to several ten Ge V 2 reveal a quite different behavior from our predictions, our basic assumption that the electromagnetic interaction of bare field hadrons is "pointlike" is probably to be discarded. We feel that more definite consideration on the precise meaning of .:1 2 ---->oo is needed in connection with the problem of the applicability of field theory. we obtain the final results (3·22) and (3·23).
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